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Young Martyr
(Jesus:) On the good days and on the bad days, you’re right here with Me, in My loving care. Just because today you feel inspired about your work again, doesn’t mean that I was anointing you less on the days when it was a real struggle, or that on those days I loved you less or was caring for you any less.

Sometimes you have to have bad days to appreciate the good days. The bad days strengthen you. They test your endurance and make you push yourself to keep fighting. Each time you have to hang on with all your spiritual strength, you strengthen those muscles and become stronger for it. You also cling more tightly to Me, you are more desperate for My answers and strength to keep you going. So all around, bad days can give you wisdom. You can gain experience from them, if you turn to Me during them.

On the good days, I’m able to renew your joy of serving Me, and remind you what a fulfilling experience it is to be a tool in My hand. I shower My little love-gifts on you and cause your heart to overflow with happiness and thankfulness to Me. You realize again how very blessed you are, and everything falls back into perspective.

You need both the good days and the difficult days, because together they keep you close to Me and full of My happiness. I can fill you with peace that doesn’t hinge on circumstances or conditions, as a reward for being yielded to My will.

On the easy days you must still come to Me, with your hands outstretched, so that I can give you what I know you need for that day. It’s easy to come to Me on the days when you’re struggling so intensely.—You know without a shadow of a doubt that you need Me. But on the easy days, it’s easier to go on in your own strength. Keep coming to Me, so that I can continue to anoint you and help you to fulfill My will.
I have no particular talent; I am merely extremely inquisitive.—Albert Einstein (1879-1955), Physicist

(Jesus:) I do have a plan for you. But it is not something that you will discover in one shot, like a pot of gold at the end of some dreamy rainbow. The gold is strewn all along the way, under this rock and that hard place and yonder thorny rose bush. When you reach the end of the road, only then will you realize that the pot of gold is right with you, added up from each step you took, each experience you grew by.

You wonder when you will find that calling or destiny for which you were designed, the life’s work you know will fit as a glove to a hand. Yes, I have more in store for you. There is a reason I gave you the unique blend of talents and gifts and abilities that you have. But remember the pot of gold picture. It’s not something you will discover in one day. It will come, a step at a time, as you prove your willingness to do anything and to take the lower seat and to submit to the small, sometimes tedious tasks laid before you.

Even though I have a unique and wonderful destiny for each of you, it’s important not to minimize the small tasks I require you to be faithful with day by day. It can be so easy for you when you’re doing childcare, mopping floors, or doing dishes, to wish you were out doing some wonderful thing in life. But each of those tedious tasks are like a piece of gold. Hidden in them are the experiences that, if you are faithful with them, will lead you to the great destiny I have for you.

So keep your eyes open for the glimmers in the grass. You never know when you’ll find another piece of gold to add to your store.
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(Jesus:) You are like a walking billboard, like one of those big computerized advertisement signs that you see in big cities or at sports arenas. All those fancy colors and flashing lights are just what people see on the surface, but behind them is the computer that controls the whole sign and gets the message out.

Your physical appearance is like the sign you are showing to the world. It needs to get across the right message, and it also displays your own unique personality. The computer behind the sign is like your spiritual side, your mind and heart, and there is an undeniable link between the two.

If the computer has been fed with the right programming, the sign it produces will be helpful and attractive, accomplishing the purpose it was designed for. But if the controlling computer has not had the proper maintenance or programming, the sign out front will fall into disarray and be a sloppy, uncoordinated mess of signals, noise, and colors, which will confuse and annoy the passers-by.

Be a clean, efficient, attractive billboard for Me by keeping your control center tight and up to date with the latest software of my Word and Spirit. Keep your sign polished and keep your computer plugged in so the light of My Spirit can shine through.
These stories are another good reminder of the need to drink in the pure waters of My Word, get practiced up with the new weapons, and strengthen your relationship with Me. Then you can have the faith and peace and confidence of knowing that, come what may, I am close to you and hold you in the palm of My hand.

More Than Air

"found one!" The Inquisitor held up the forbidden book as he called to his assistant. “Bring in the mayor and his family. Someone is studying the Bible in this house!”

In the 16th century, Philip II sent the Duke of Alba to Flanders to stamp out the Protestants who insisted on reading the Scriptures in their own language. Anyone found studying the Bible was hanged, drowned, torn in pieces, or burned alive at the stake.

The Inquisitors had found the Bible while inspecting the house of the Mayor of Brugge. One by one, family members were questioned, but everyone claimed they knew nothing about how the Bible got to their house.

Finally the officials asked the young maid-servant, Wrunker, who boldly declared, “I am reading it!”

The mayor, knowing the penalty for studying the Bible, tried to defend her, saying, “Oh

Martyr: The girl Wrunker. Location: Toneses, Flanders. Time period: 1500s.
no, she only owns it. She doesn’t ever read from it.”

But Wrunken chose not to be defended by a lie. “This book is mine, I am reading from it, and it is more precious to me than anything!”

She was sentenced to die by suffocation. A place would be hollowed in the city wall, she would be tied in it, and the opening would be bricked over.

On the day of her execution, as she stood by the wall, an official tried to get her to change her mind, saying, “So young and beautiful—and yet to die.”

Wrunken replied, “My Savior died for me. I will also die for Him.”

As the bricks were laid higher and higher, she was warned again. “You will suffocate and die in here!”

“I will be with Jesus,” she answered.

Finally, the wall was finished, except for the one brick that would cover her face. For the last time, the official tried to persuade her. “Repent—just say the word and you will go free.”

But Wrunken refused, saying instead, “O Lord, forgive my murderers.”

The brick was put in place. Many years later, her bones were removed from the wall and buried in the cemetery of Brugge.

As the last brick was placed, there was a moment when I panicked, when I felt I couldn’t face death. The darkness surrounded me and my breath began to fail; I wanted to scream. I called out to Jesus, and the darkness was broken by a piercing light. I was no longer gasping for breath. The bricks that surrounded me had vanished; I was free. Jesus had come and rescued me; He lifted me from confines of death, and brought me to know eternal life.

Jesus: In My Word lies the answers to all your problems. It never fails. It never lets you down. My Word is as precious gold. It is a rare treasure. It stands forever (ML #3072:31).

Dad: Help us not to be encumbered with the burden of the fear of what is going to happen tomorrow, Lord—fear of the end, fear of death, fear of enemies or fear of anything, Lord, except Thee. But we are to be concerned about TODAY & that we are doing Thy will TODAY, obeying Thee NOW, accomplishing Thy purpose NOW & fulfilling our mission NOW, not worrying about tomorrow.—And certainly not worrying about death or dying. That’s the moment of glory, the moment of the end from pain, release from sorrow!—No more crying or tears! (ML #1775:35).

Mama: Realize how much you continue to need every Word our precious Husband dishes out. Remind yourself how desperately you need it, even if you don’t feel that way right then.

Review the Scriptures about the Word and what it meant to God’s men of old, and pray for that love and desire to be born afresh in you (ML #3250:56).

Flanders:
Region of northwestern Europe that was a powerful independent state between the 11th and 14th centuries. It is equivalent to the present-day provinces of Flanders in Belgium, Nord Department in France, and part of Zeeland Province in the Netherlands.

Wrunken speaking from the spirit world:

As the last brick was placed, there was a moment when I panicked, when I felt I couldn’t face death. The darkness surrounded me and my breath began to fail; I wanted to scream. I called out to Jesus, and the darkness was broken by a piercing light. I was no longer gasping for breath. The bricks that surrounded me had vanished; I was free. Jesus had come and rescued me; He lifted me from confines of death, and brought me to know eternal life.

17 - “I would s_y your form leaves nothing to be desired.”
Joe raises his hand and yells out, “All who have not yet received Jesus into their hearts can bow their heads and repeat these words of love: ‘Jesus, come into my heart....’” Thousands are saved on that amazing day, physically, and most important, spiritually. Many hours pass as you trudge along to the refuge. The shoes on your tired, weary feet have worn away.
"What a miracle that was, Joe," you say. "It was awesome to see that fire ... huh?!"

The Great Tribulation is going to be an amazing time for you. You'll see miracles of biblical proportions, and have the greatest witnessing experiences of all time. But as this little scenario illustrates, you'll also have to work on getting along with those around you—just like you do now.

In the time of the End, you will have much less time to work on your personal problems and vices, but they will still be there to bother you from time to time. So the more time you spend now learning lessons, tanking up on the Word, exercising the new weapons and trying to get along with others, the better off you will be when the dark days are upon you.

"Joe!" you say, as you wipe the sand and mud from your face. "That's the fourth time you've tripped me in the last two days! Can't you watch where you're going?"

"Well, you're the one with the big feet!" Joe answers back.

Just then a young girl taps you on the shoulder and shyly says, "I think we need to pray."

"Excuse me. When we get to our destination can you please tell me more about this Jesus who saved us today?"

The Great Tribulation is going to be an amazing time for you. You'll see miracles of biblical proportions, and have the greatest witnessing experiences of all time. But as this little scenario illustrates, you'll also have to work on getting along with those around you—just like you do now.

"I love the way to true perfection."
Jesus speaking: “I lived on Earth during pressing times in world history. The world needed a savior. Too much was hinging on My human shoulders for Me to fail. Though I felt totally incapable in the flesh, I knew I couldn’t throw in the towel and say, “I quit!”

My Father opened My spiritual eyes and revealed to Me how it would be possible for Me to rise above any and all impossible circumstances during My earthly life. I saw Myself in a number of different scenarios, each one an impossible situation. In one scene I was confronted with 5,000 hungry men. In another scene, Mary and Martha clung to My side, pleading for their brother’s life. In another scene I was walking across an angry sea. In another I saw before Me scores of blind, sick and dying of all ages. And then I saw Myself hanging on a cross.

I wanted to turn and run away. But I felt My Father’s hand come down firmly on My shoulder: “No, Son. Take a closer look.” I then witnessed the most amazing thing.
I saw the Spirit of My Father descend upon Me. We became one, and when this happened, I had power and strength beyond all human measure.

I was rising above each set of impossible circumstances to stand triumphant, to feed the hungry, to raise the dead, to walk on the water, to heal the sick, and to overcome death.

Finally I understood that this was going to be the key, the secret, the victory; this would bring triumph every time.

Becoming one with My Father and taking on His Own nature, gave Me the strength to rise above any difficulty I was presented with, because that’s when I could see things through the eyes of the spirit. When I did, the things of the world grew dim, the unlimited possibilities of the spirit beamed through, and I saw that all things were possible when propelled by the power of Heaven!
Crime rates are high during this Fiesta season. Vacationers are advised to beware of...

You are destined to impart salvation to the world in the Time of the End.

(Jesus speaking) Right now you are in a position much like I was—the world today is in dire straits and needs the Savior. The destiny of the world rested on My shoulders when I walked the earth. Now the baton is passed to you.

Lord, please keep and protect us.

23 - “Now that the keys have resurfaced, there isn’t much time.”
¡Hola Mer! Thank you for coming by.

Nice to see you again Marco. Here are the mags you wanted for your friends.

My company was bought out, and is under new overseas management. Five of my friends were laid off yesterday. These mags will be perfect for them. Thanks! Enjoy your vacation.

Bye, we’ll be praying for you and your friends.

By the way, how’s life? Well...

The false Christ will soon appear. Even now he demonstrates his signs and wonders as people around the globe are taken with his illusions, such as his proposal that a global economy will be the solution to their problems, or his illusion that modern technology, false science, and carnal wisdom will only be to the betterment of mankind. His manipulating wins the ignorant to his favor and puts things in place for his soon-coming rule. He is soon to be revealed in the flesh. When he is, you must continue leading the masses to Me, the true Christ, so that I can save them from the distress that will reach the four corners of the planet.
(Jesus:) Has life been a bit rough lately? Are you tempted to think that the trials of communal living, and of living Acts 2:44–45, are just not worth the benefits? Do you sometimes wish you just lived in a normal house in a normal neighborhood, and with a normal lifestyle?

You know that verse, “The natural man receiveth not the things of God, for they are spiritually discerned”? (1 Cor. 2:14). Well, you can’t even look at beliefs like sharing all things or communal living through your natural eyes. You have to look at them through the lens of My Word, which shows My vision and My plan and My will.

It’s so important to strengthen your faith in My Word on these subjects. There’s simply no other way you can have faith in them unless you strengthen your faith in Me, and in the knowledge that I know what I’m doing and I know what is best.

The apparent problems that you or those around you encounter, in striving to live together in unity in a communal situation, are not proof that My ways cannot work. This is where you must look at the testings and the raging battles in a different light, not as bad news or an evil wind, but rather as the necessary struggles each of My children must go through in order to grow into the

Relish the Lifestyle

blade
person I have ordained him or her to be.

Sure, living the way I’ve called you to live isn’t a piece of cake, but if you look to Me for My viewpoint, you can actually learn to relish the challenge of this lifestyle. Young people in the world frequently seek out military or other tough careers and lifestyles, because it’s thrilling to step out of the norm, to reach beyond what everybody else is doing, and go further.

That’s how you can look at your discipleship calling too. You and I both know that you wouldn’t really be happy living a typical life in the world. You’d be bored stiff! So face the wind of challenge, close your eyes, and revel in it!
At the coast...

Hey Justin, why don't you and Kyra go tracting, while Clay, Mer and I try to provision dinner and a movie?

Can't wait to get out on some of those waves!

Great Javier. Sounds like a plan.

Check out the view!

OOFF!

Recently my brother lost his wife in an accident. He's been severely depressed and suicidal ever since.

Hola! Are you missionaries?

Uh hi! Yes, we are.

I don't know what to do! Maybe you could help him…?

Sure! I just need to talk to my co-workers.

Oh thank you! Here's my address and phone number. Please come as soon as you can.

Hey Justin, Kyra! We're back

... and with good news!

later...

Hey Justin, Kyra! We're back
There are many sacrifices involved in the leadership that you, My Family, must bear. I know what it means to carry such a weight, to be bellwethers and pillars in My Kingdom, those who bring salvation and truth to mankind. This is why I want to comfort your hearts.

The manager of El Toro Grande said we could come by and eat dinner any time later this evening, and we provisioned tickets at the theatre for a movie that starts in a half hour.

Oops, guess what guys? Something’s come up that we need to pray about and discuss.

Lord, You’ve indicated that we should visit this man tonight. Before we go, could You please give us a message of encouragement for him?

(Wife speaking:) Do not worry about me, cariño, I am happy here with our daughter and...

Whoa! Heavy prophecy. Lord give us the faith to pass it on to him.

This is how you rise above every seeming impossibility that presents itself to you today: Each of you who have received Me, and who have asked for My Spirit, carries with you a measure of My Spirit at all times. But when you’re in dire straits and faced with the impossible in these days of action, you will need to let My Spirit come into you in full strength.

You must take on My divine nature.
I’m so sorry, Jorge just told me that he refuses to see anyone. But please come in for minute anyway.

That’s fine. We have a special message for him though.—Can you give it to him for us?

I told no one she was pregnant when she died. God must have spoken to you.

Wait! Please stay!
How did you know all of this about my wife and my unborn daughter?

A few minutes later...

Wait!

That, my little one, is the look of someone who is putting his dearest treasure on the altar.

You have received My Spirit, but believe Me, you haven’t fully understood or experienced the full extent of the matter. As you now continue in the era of action, you will need to receive My Spirit in you in a greater and more complete measure. This is the art of rising above—to truly let go and let Me have full sway in you! This is how you can overcome any problem, any difficulty, any impossibility!
Early the next morning...

Jorge’s change is miraculous! We’ve invited all of our friends over for lunch. Could you drop by to give us a Bible study?

We’d love to! I’ll discuss the details with my friends and call you back.

I’ve been teaching you the importance of greater yieldedness and greater sensitivity to My Spirit, greater fine-tuning of your channels to be ready to receive My Words at all times, and this is what rising above is all about.

Guess what? During my morning prayer I got the outline for a far-out Bible class we could give to Consuelo, Jorge, and their friends.

Way to go Meredith!

You’ve sure saved us time, after our late night witnessing!

We missed our movie, and ended up eating dinner real late, but Jorge was worth it.
At the Bible study...

Please come back soon to teach us more about Jesus, and how we can serve Him too.

Think big. Think in terms of “all the way.” Think, “It’s gotta be all or nothing at all!” Be a practitioner.

Thank you for the Conéctate magazine. By the way, a tour group canceled their reservations, so you’re welcome to stay on for a few more days. You can eat free at our buffet too.

A beer for you, señor, compliments of the manager.

Thank you.—Sounds terrific!

Orange juice for the minor?

Heh, heh!
A few days later...

That was a wonderful little vacation, praise the Lord!

We're going to have to seriously pray about furthering our work in this city.

Yes, since there are no other Homes here, there are a lot of open doors.

Great witnessing too!

Put this wise counsel into motion in your lives, and you too will rise triumphant every time:

THE CHEAT SHEET

- Strive for a clean heart and right attitude at all times.
- Make the decision: Do you want to go under, or do you want to rise above?
- Know that you are weak in yourself and you can't make it without My help. Rely completely on My mercy, recognizing and accepting that without Me you can do nothing.
- Shun all wrong or ungodly attitudes.
- See every obstacle as an opportunity to rise above and make progress.
- Reach up to Me; depend on Me, and Me alone. Tap into the faith that I’ve put within you.
- Let My Spirit fully rest upon you by:
  a. Living in My Word. Counteract all negative input and vibes of the Devil that float around you with the antidote of My Word. Read the Word, think about it, dwell on it, receive it fresh, then do it. Take action.
  b. Continue asking Me everything. Don’t make a move without hearing from Me.
  c. Don’t give any place to the Devil in your heart or spirit. Reject his false ways and perverted attitudes by dwelling on that which is true, honest, just, pure, lovely, and of a good report.
- Let My divine nature rule within you by:
  a. Using your gift of humility. Yield to Me your mind, your heart, your thoughts, your life.
  b. Keep your relationship with Me strong, for as you love Me, you take on more of My nature, which is divine. When this happens, you will see things more in the spirit, which is reality, and less in the carnal, which is the façade that confronts man.
  c. Live by My spiritual principles and let them go to work for you. If you live by My supernatural laws, you will be empowered to rise above the natural, you will walk in the supernatural.

... your last breath ...

comic feature
“RISE-ABOVE-ITS”

(What Jesus Had to Rise Above on Earth:)

- The trials and tests
- Each and every obstacle
- The things that tried to hinder and stop Me, or hold Me down
- All impossible circumstances that would present themselves during My earthly life
- Every impossibility that would confront Me on Earth
- Any difficulty I was presented with

The Spot That No Ripples Reach

(Jesus:) My little mermaid, you feel the slightest ripple around you, of the emotions and trials and burdens of others, and this distresses you. But swim down, down, down to our special spot amid the seaweed and the rocks, the spot that no ripples reach. There meditate upon Me, look at My face and feel the touch of My hand on your cheek. No storms can mar this place. Everything moves in silky slow motion, in perfect grace of form. Here you are at peace.

This is just another word picture for the secret place with Me, where I long to hold you and strengthen you. Just soak up My love. Soak up My Word. Don’t worry or let the small movements and the unexpected happenings of life startle you into thinking too much. Just let the warm currents of My peace and rest and safety hold and envelop you.

All About Attitude

Being a hard worker doesn’t make you immune to spiritual lethargy.

Being an energetic person physically doesn’t give you any advantage over someone older or more tired.

It’s all about attitude. It’s all about your spirit.

You can still be supposedly “living the life of a missionary, but becoming lethargic in spirit, doing as little as possible.

(Conviction versus Compromise, ML #336L178)
TEEN ANNOUNCES PLANS TO PRAY MORE
By Kevin Kanwayte, Hearkzee Herald

BUTLERVILLE, Indiana – In an internationally aired press conference, Family born and all around nice guy, Christopher “Perky” Happy-all-the-time (16) announced plans to increase time spent in prayer. “Dudes and Dudesses, this announcement comes after a series of events over the last decade and a half, which have led me to the realization that without the Lord’s help I’m roughly as useful as a wart on my elbow,” Chris announced to a crowd of captivated journalists.

Chris, who has spent most of his life in foreign countries, listed several “whoa cool events,” which include two he describes as “so near death I could almost see Twinkie, my pet hamster (God rest his soul), coming through the tunnel to greet me.”

“For example, I used to think it was kind of corny that this old guy named Ozias was so adamant about praying for guardian angels every time we left the house. But then one day I got run over by a bus and stuff, and that kind of shook me up.” Chris was referring to a 1997 incident while crossing a street, which resulted in his miraculous transportation to the adjacent sidewalk where he stood without a scratch. “It was kind of freaky, but through this experience I learned that praying for guardian angels is certainly worth the effort, and not just something they do on Family Fun videos.”

Chris also touched on plans to avoid staring at babes while crossing the street. In another miracle, which Chris dubbed as “kind of abummer at first, but awe-some,” he found himself being chased through a series of narrow streets by an angry lynch mob. Chris added, “I knew that if I stopped to gab and hang with them they’d probably start whailing on me or something, so I decided to pray as I ran. I said, ‘Lord, I’m sorry for not asking You before passing out “C’mon Ma, Burn Your Bra” in front of the Victoria Secrets store, but please do a miracle and get me out of this situation.’ Then I looked back and all the angry dudes with sticks and stuff had stopped chasing me, having been completely distracted by a babe in a bikini.”

However, Chris surprised journalists by admitting that in spite of the aforemen-tioned Endtime-like marvels, he attributes his decision to increase prayer time to an accumulation of more modest experiences, such as healing, supply and spiritual strength. Chris’ favorite examples are: Heaven-sent endurance of little brother, who “followed me around on his tricycle everywhere I went,” as well as supply of a desperately needed glow in the dark Garfield key chain (complete with metal detector and GPS locator).

“I can’t count the amount of times the Lord has answered prayer for me in little, yet miraculous ways,” Chris added, visibly showing emotion. “I get along better with my friends and family. I have more of a hunger for the Word. I’ve seen CD walkmans survive death by drowning in mop water at the hand of my little brother. I’ve received incredible strength and skill when making my bed every other Monday, and so much more—all because I’ve turned up the prayer volume in my life. Prayer rocks!”

kevin kanwayte
Let’s see.

Give me a second to list some of my talents … the areas in which I’m:

proficient
skilled
experienced
practiced
qualified
knowledgeable
In fact...

Self-defense

In fact...

Computer-generated art
Speed-reading (more Word stored up is always good, right?)

Wallpapering (not a highly-sought-after skill, but a skill nonetheless.)

Tape deck/CD player repair (if you’ve gotta have music)

Building a darkroom

Baking bread, cakes and pastries

Chimney repair (I was always dying to do this!)

Dance and Choreography

Experienced

Informed

TOTA LLY CERTIFIED!!

Specialty shopping

Mastering Basic Kanji

Total widening of horizons

Wake up!!!
You’re telling me you can do all these things?
Well, er, um, uh ... not exactly

But they are all courses ... in the CVC. I could do them.

I could actually know all that stuff and be really ... unbelievable and even ... certified.

ALL THE ABOVE AND 600 HUNDRED MORE.
Instructions:
- There are 32 names hidden in this diagram. They go forward, backward, up, down, and diagonal in all directions.
- Each name matches a quotation that you'll find scattered throughout this magazine.
- Once you have matched each name to a quotation, arrange the names to find the secret phrase hidden behind the missing letters.

The answers to this puzzle will not be published. If you feel you have successfully completed it, e-mail your results to pubs@wsfamily.com with “PUZZLE SOLUTION” as the subject header. For your solution to be considered valid you must include 1.) the full list of 32 names found in the puzzle; 2.) the secret phrase; 3.) how many unmarked letter “A” boxes remain when all 32 names have been crossed out on the puzzle grid above. If your answers are correct, your name and accomplishment will be noted on the Members Only site. If it’s any help, the RTF version of this puzzle and all its clues can be downloaded there as well. Happy puzzling!

The first 16 clues have been included here for you. To find the rest, “search the Scriptures”!
You’ll find them all in this mag!

Clues:
1. “A good meal and a good rest is what I need. Just see you be careful with the weapons.”
2. “Do you have any Christians here in Rome who are currently under suspicion?”
3. “Donald is a good Highland nam_ don’t you think?”
4. “Even with the help of crutches my strength will hardly permit me to move about on my own for more than a few brief moments.”
5. “Fa_ her, that one soldier ... he might die!”
6. “From this poi_t forward, you are no longer in my official service.”
7. “Hello! Are you Davy the wa_chmaker?”
8. “I always carry an extr_ sword with me.”
9. “I cannot go to the gam_s tomorrow.”
10. “I didn’t know it was th_s much fun to walk.”
11. “I don’t think we can ascribe all the credit to the Drif_ers.”
12. “I have my request. I wish_ for my lady Amaris to cut off her long locks, every one of them, and cast them to the ground at my feet!”
13. “I must leave, and go far away, until Sargon’s wrath has all but forgotten me. But I shall _turn with the spring.”
14. “I never ex_ected that the Christian life would appeal to you, much less that you would choose to die for it.”
15. “I think our dear Scotsm_ n is smitten by your beauty, ma’am.”
16. “I wonder if he has come to work for the mad _ishop?”

WHO SAID WHAT? # 1
**GRAB THIS FANTASTIC PICTURE!**

An excellent poster of our favorite "Action Man" for your wall! Only on the Members Only site—get it today!

---

29 - "They said I was a blasphemous child, a wic ed one, and that I would bring the curses of Moloch upon them all."

---

Do you wish you could have these and other great pictures from this issue as your wallpaper, cards, trashcan-liners (we hope not), or any creative idea that might cross your whacky minds? We've got news for you:

**YOU CAN!**

Log on to the MO site today and download your favorite picture.

---

**... NO LIMITS ...**
(Jesus:) I love to hang out with people. There are special corners in Heaven that are specifically designed so that when people just want to hang out and have a good time with friends, they can go there. There are all kinds of places, and they’re set up with snacks, drinks, fun entertainment, and comfortable couches so that you can just lounge around and enjoy each other’s company. I drop in frequently too, without advance notice, to just relax and enjoy what’s going on.

Often I’ll have a pack of young people around Me as I go about doing this and that in Heaven, and we’re just hanging out together. It’s like mixing business with pleasure, and it’s great fun. They get to see how I run a lot of things, and I get to laugh and talk with them as well.

Great stuff, huh? Can’t wait till you get Here, so we can hang out together too. It’s going to be tons of fun.
“I wouldn’t mind meeting a real Christian.”

...Have trodden the victim/citizens of planet \(\text{H}^{\text{TRAEK2}}\) underfoot into a cosmic, virtual doormat,...

...Using their sinister powers to doom the unsuspecting \(\text{H}^{\text{TRAEK2}}\)ians to zombie-like, hypnotic Trance existences of monotonous meaninglessness.

Doom?!

Indeed, all would be doomed, everlost and without hope if not for one, tiny band of space rebels.

Prepare to Enter...

The Doormatrix

Starring Deanu Teen as EON — Nancy-Ann Foss as "TERNITY" & Lawrence Dishline as MORPHAITH.

Stay GLUED to your P.O. boxes to find out who is EON? What is his MISSION? And who is MORPHAITH? And WHAT is the Capital of Brunei? to be continued...
"A lark threatened with death for singing would still continue to sing. She cannot renounce her nature. Neither can we Christians."

IVAN MOISEYEV, AN 18-YEAR-OLD MARTYR IN RUSSIA.

(You can read his story for yourself: “Strengthened by Angels” in the overflow section of the MO site.)